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January 2019 E-List
A new year with new books! Our new arrivals feature titles from
Philosophy, History, Classical Antiquity, Literature, Science Fiction
and more...
Terms of Sale: Books may be reserved by contacting us via traditional mail, e-mail, or by telephone. All books are guaranteed to be
authentic and as described. Books may be returned for any reason, so long as we are notified of return within 7 calendar days of delivery. Return items must be well packaged and fully insured and must be returned in same condition as sold. Please note that all
items are subject to prior sale. Standard shipping in the US is by USPS Media Mail at the cost of $5.00 for the first book and $1.00
for each additional book ordered. Certain items and shipping to other countries may exceed the standard shipping amount. Any shipping expenses incurred above the standard rate will be billed at cost. Payment is in US dollars and may be made by personal check,
money order, or by credit card through PayPal. Personal checks from persons not known to us must clear prior to shipment (please
allow 10 days). Wisconsin residents please add 5.5% sales tax. Images not to scale. Any book described as a First Edition is also a
First Printing unless otherwise indicated.

1. Juvenal, Persius; Homer, Ovid, Boccacio, Chaucer. The Satyrs of
Decimus Junius Juvenalis and of Aulus Persius Flaccus; Fables Ancient and Modern Translated into Verse from Homer,
Ovid, Boccace, and Chaucer: With Original Poems: Translated into English Verse by Mr. Dryden and Several Other Eminent Hands. London: Printed for J. Tonson in the Strand; Printed for J. Tonson and S. Draper in the Strand, 1735; 1745. Sixth
Edition; Fifth Edition. 12mo. 2 vol. 296 pp.; 345 pp. Gathered in
12s except the O gathering (ends at O4). I9 of Volume One signed
‘A’. Both volumes collate as complete. Bound in later 19th century
full red, fine-grained morocco with gilt tooling on the edges of
the boards and gilt tooling as decoration on the boards. Spine has
six gilt rules, with the title in gilt on each spine; the Fables has
the year 1745 in gilt on its spine. All edges gilt, with beautiful
marble endpapers and pastedowns. Finely bound by Cecil and
Larkins. Title page of Satyrs in black ink, title page of Fables in
red and black ink. Decorated throughout with woodcuts (Satyrs
has 25 wood engravings with a portrait of Charles the Earl of
Middlesex and a portrait of Persius), each volume has its frontispiece. A Near Fine set with moderate age-darkening to the spines,
else a lovely set of eighteenth century literature. Text internally
very clean, the boards are in exceptional condition. Packer 29. A
beautiful set of two collections of stories from some of the greatest authors in the Western canon, with translations from one of
the greatest translators of Classical literature. $750.00
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2. Ross, Sir David. Plato's Theory of Ideas. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1951. First edition. 8vo. 250 pp. Price of 18s. net. on
the front flap of the dust jacket. Includes printer's signatures for
gatherings B through R. A Very Good+ book with a tiny discoloration to the rear pastedown and a former owner's name and contemporary date on the free front endpaper. Light pencil annotation
throughout, no writing in the margins. Dust jacket is Near Fine
with minimal edge wear. Sir David Ross was an influential Aristotelian scholar, having completed several translations of Aristotle's
works during his lifetime. Ross was a moral realist, believing ethical truths were objective, and accorded with extant features of natural order. A nice copy of Ross's work on Platonic ideas. $75.00
3. Frege, Gottlob. Posthumous Writings. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press (1979). First American edition. 288 pp. Edited by Hans Hermes, Friedrich Kambartel, and Friedrich Kaulbach. Translated by Peter Long and Roger White with the assistance of Raymond Hargreaves. A Near Fine book with very light
pencil annotation throughout, else a Fine book in a Fine dust
jacket. An exceptional copy of the posthumous writings of one of
the greatest philosopher's of the later nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Frege made significant contributions to logic and
philosophy of language, and to the school of analytic philosophy
in general. He was a notable influence on Bertrand Russell, G.E.
Moore, and Ludwig Wittgenstein. $125.00

4. Russell, Bertrand. Human Society in Ethics and Politics.
New York: Simon and Schuster, 1955. First edition. 227 pp. Price
of $3.50 on the front flap of the dust jacket. A very near Fine
book in a Very Good+ dust jacket with mild rubbing and edge
wear, and a spot of age toning to the rear panel. Lord Russell was
a giant in the school of Analytic Philosophy, a known advocate
for peace and the examination of ethical and moral issues using
reason. This book is concerned with how an objective ethical
framework can help to solve the political problems of the day. A
very attractive copy. $60.00
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5. Cox, Samuel S. Diversions of a Diplomat in Turkey.
New York: Charles L. Webster & Co., 1887. First edition.
Large 8vo. 685 pp. Bound in bright red cloth with the title
in gilt on the front board and the spine and decorations in
black and silver. Boards with beveled edges, bound with
green floral endpapers and pastedowns. Illustrated with a
steel lithograph portrait of the author and several other
steel lithographs throughout, two maps and two chromolithographic plates also decorate the text, with several
other steel line drawings adorning the text. A very near
Fine book with a former owner's bookplate on the front
pastedown. Samuel Cox was a Congressman from Ohio
and New York and served as the ambassador to the Ottoman Empire from the United States from 1885-1886.

$250.00

6. Deloria, Jr., Vine. Behind The Trail of Broken
Treaties: An Indian Declaration of Independence.
New York: Delacorte Press [1974]. First edition.
263 pp. Price of $8.95 on the front flap of the dust
jacket. A very near Fine book with a touch of fading
to the top edges of the pastedowns in a Near Fine
dust jacket with a faint paperclip mark on the front
panel. A lovely copy of one of Deloria's early books, a
history of the United States Government's abuse of
Native American tribes and the long record of broken promises that the government made to Native
American peoples. $150.00
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7. Wallace, David Foster. The Pale King: An Unfinished
Novel. New York: Little, Brown and Company (2011).
First edition. 548 pp. Price of $27.99 on the front flap of
the dust jacket. Very near Fine in very near Fine dust
jacket. $60.00

8. Davies, P.C.W. The Accidental Universe. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press (1982). First edition. 139 pp. A
Near Fine book in a Near Fine dust jacket with a tiny crease
to the rear flap. Paul Davies is a physicist who has done important work on black holes, the design of the universe, and
placement and properties of galaxies and stars. Davies has a
minor planet named after him and is famous for his exceptional ability to communicate scientific knowledge to the public. A
nice copy of his book on the placement of objects in the universe, intended for an educated general audience. $60.00

9. Ellis, Brian. Rational Belief Systems. Totowa, New Jersey: Rowman And Littlefield (1979). First edition. 118 pp. Part of the APQ
(American Philosophical Quarterly) Library. A Near Fine book with
a few tiny marks of pencil annotation in the rear in a Near Fine dust
jacket with some fading to the spine panel and a few wrinkles to the
rear panel. Ellis was a notable figure in metaphysics and epistemology, writing on essential properties of objects, causation, and theories
of knowledge compatible with an empirical world view. A nice copy
of Ellis' work on defining a theory of belief without leaning on abstract objects and properties. $60.00
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10. Gadamer, Hans-Georg. Philosophical Apprenticeships.
Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press [1985]. First edition. 198 pp.
Price of $17.50 on the front flap of the dust jacket. Translated
by Robert R. Sullivan. Part of the series, Studies in Contemporary German Social Thought. A Near Fine book with pencil
annotation throughout and very mild age darkening to the top
textblock; dust jacket is Very Good with moderate edge wear
and fading to the spine panel. Here Gadamer recounts his interactions with and knowledge of several significant German
philosophers including Heidegger, Scheler, Breslau, Reinhardt,
and Jaspers. $100.00

11. Nimrod (Charles James Apperley). Remarks on
the Condition of Hunters, The Choice of Horses,
and Their Management: In a Series of Familiar
Letters, Originally Published in The Sporting
Magazine between 1822 and 1828. London: Printed and Published by M.A. Pittman, 1831. First edition. 8vo. 503 pp. Three-quarter bound in red morocco and red cloth ruled in gilt, spine has fived raised
bands decorated with gilt. Spine has gilt decorations
and the title and the year in gilt. All edges gilt. Finely bound by Zaehnsdorf. With notes and a copious
index. Collates as complete. Text internally clean and
bright. A very near Fine book with minor wear to the
joints, else a beautiful copy. Apperley was a Welsh
writer and sportsman who wrote on hunting and
horse racing in England during the early nineteenth
century. An exceptional copy of a history of recreation during the early nineteenth century, and a nice
example of a Zaehnsdorf binding. $225.00
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12. Ayer, A.J. Philosophical Essays. London: Macmillan & Co.
LTD, 1954. First edition. 289 pp. A Very Good+ book with a former owner's bookplate on the front pastedown, mild foxing to the
first few leaves, and a small strip of offsetting on the rear free endpaper; dust jacket is Very Good, price-clipped, and shows age toning to the spine panel. Overall a handsome copy. Ayer was one of
the first and most prominent voices in the Logical Positivist movement. This volume collects twelve of his most important essays,
writings on analytic and empirical methods of verifying statements,
ontology from a postivist's understanding of the world, and more.
The Oxford Companion to Philosophy, 72. $100.00

13. Richter, Conrad. The Waters of Kronos. New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1960. First edition. 175 pp. Price of $3.50 on the front flap
of the dust jacket. A Very Good+ book with mild darkening to the
gutters and two tiny stray marks in pink on the free front endpaper; dust jacket is Very Good with mild fading to the spine panel
and a small wrinkle and tear to the rear panel. A nice copy of Richter's widely-admired novel (called by David McCullough "his most
beautiful book"), winner of the 1961 National Book Award.
$150.00

14. Franzen, Jonathan. The Corrections. New York: Farrar
Straus & Giroux, 2001. First edition. 576 pp. Price of $26.00 on
front flap of dust jacket. Errata slip laid in (pages 430 and 431
reversed). Winner of the National Book Award. A Near Fine
book with a touch of wear to the corners of the boards in a very
near Fine dust jacket (errata slip shows a faint dampstain). An
attractive copy of Franzen's critically acclaimed novel. $85.00
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15. Thackeray, William Makepeace. A Collection of
Letters of Thackeray 1847-1855: With Portraits
and Reproductions of Letters and Drawings. New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1887. First American
edition which Van Duzer indicates was published
simultaneously with the first English edition. 8vo.
189 pp. Bound in green cloth with gilt lettering on
the front board and spine (top edge gilt), including a
gilt facsimile of W.M. Thackeray's closing for his
letters. Illustrated with several pencil and pen drawings reproduced from Thackeray's collection and
steel lithograph portraits of the author himself and
places important to Thackeray's life. Frontispiece is
a steel engraving, a portrait of the author (tissue
guard intact). Thackeray's letters to Mrs. Brookfield
originally appeared in Scribner's magazine. A Near
Fine book with a tiny tear to the front pastedown
and an old bookseller's tag on the free front endpaper (Clarke and Carruth of Boston). A lovely copy of
Thackeray's letters, illustrated with numerous
plates. Van Duzer 32. $150.00

16. Freud, Sigmund. The Complete Introductory Lectures of Psychoanalysis. New York: W.W. Norton &
Company, Inc. [1966]. First edition thus. 690 pp.
Translated and edited by James Strachey. The first
American publication of the Standard Edition of the Introductory Lectures on Psychoanalysis in an omnibus
volume with the New Introductory Lectures on Psychoanalysis. The first U.S. trade edition of Strachey's translation of Introductory Lectures, the lectures were delivered between 1915 and 1917. A Near Fine book with a
former owner's bookplate on the front pastedown in a
Near Fine, price-clipped dust jacket. A complete edition
of Freud's important lectures from 1915 to 1932,
demonstrating the evolution in his psychoanalytic theories throughout his career. A nice example of this historically important work. $125.00
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17. Seymour, Thomas Day. Life in the Homeric
Age. London: The Macmillan Company, 1907. First
edition. Large 8vo. 704 pp. Bound in navy blue cloth
with gilt titling and decorations on the front board
and spine, t.e.g. Decorated with several black and
white photographs of artifacts and sculptures from
the ancient world, and photographs of islands and
places in Greece that were important in the Bronze
Age. Illustrations also include a colored map of Hellas, with other maps of Greece and one of the Trojan
plain. Near Fine. Boards show a few hints of wear to
the extremities, and the front pastedown has two
notes on classical scholarship written by a contemporary owner, the free front endpaper has two date
stamps (Oct. 10 1907 and Nov. 10 1907). Inscribed
by the author to a Professor Lanman, whom he addresses as his kinsman. Seymour was a professor at
Yale. This book contains exceptional photographs of
places in Greece and of ancient artifacts in the early
twentieth century. A beautiful copy of an early twentieth century account of Homeric History, a time
when archaeology as a field was still very young.

$75.00

18. Johnson, Charles. Middle Passage. New York: Atheneum,
1990. First edition. 209 pp. Price of $17.95 on the front flap of
the dust jacket. A Fine book in a very near Fine dust jacket
with a few hints of edge wear. Johnson's novel centers on
Rutherford Calhoun, recently emancipated and looking to escape blackmail. He stows away on a slave ship bound for Africa, and is forced to confront the horrors of the American slave
trade when he witnesses first-hand the transportation of African tribespeople across the Atlantic ocean. A lovely copy of
the novel that won the 1990 National Book Award. $75.00
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19. Williams, William Carlos. Paterson (Book Four). New
York: A New Directions Book [1951]. First edition. Unpaginated. Small 8vo., rough cut textblock. Price of $3.00 on the
front flap of the dust jacket. A Near Fine book with a few tiny
bumps to the corners of the boards in a Very Good dust jacket
with a few traces of edge wear and age toning to the spine and
rear panel. A presentable copy of the fourth volume in the epic
poem that Williams wrote, published over twelve years. All five
volumes of the poem were collected under one title in 1963.
Ahearn APG 040a. $300.00

20. Ginsberg, Allen. Journals: Early Fifties Early
Sixties. New York: Grove Press (1977). First edition.
302 pp. Bound in black cloth with light blue and dark
blue lettering on the spine. Price of $10.00 on front
flap of jacket. Edited by Gordon Ball. A very near Fine book in a very near Fine dust jacket. $50.00

21. Harding, Paul. Tinkers. New York: Bellevue Literary Press (2009). First edition. 191 pp. Price of $14.95
on the rear cover. Paperback. A Near Fine book with a
few hints of wear to the covers. A nice copy of Harding's first novel, the winner of the 2010 Pulitzer
Prize for Fiction. $150.00
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22. Asimov, Isaac. The Stars Like
Dust. Garden City, NY: Doubleday &
Company, 1951. First edition. 218 pp.
Price of $2.50 on the front flap of the
jacket. Just about Fine in a Very
Good+ dust jacket with a few traces of
edge wear and sunning to the pink
logo and lettering on the spine panel.
A very attractive copy of this early
Asimov science fiction novel, and uncommon thus. Currey 19. $1,000.00

23. Heinlein, Robert A. The Rolling
Stones. New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1952. First edition. 276 pp. Price of
$2.50 on front flap of jacket. Illustrated
by Clifford N. Geary. Currey 234. Ahearn
APG 015a. A Near Fine book with a bit
of light wear to the edges of the boards
in a Near Fine dust jacket with tiny splits
to the top of the front folds. An attractive
copy of this Heinlein juvenile novel, becoming increasingly difficult to find in
collectible condition. $850.00
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24. Grote, George. Aristotle. London: John Murray, Albemarle Street, 1880. Second edition.
681 pp. Large 8vo. Signed in 8s. Three-quarter bound in rich maroon morocco and marbled
cloth, morocco and cloth ruled in gilt. Spine has five raised bands decorated with gilt rules
and emblems, top edge gilt. Textblock is rough cut. Finely bound by C.E. Lauritoo. The second edition of Grote's scholarship on Aristotelian philosophy. A Very Good+ book with a
few hints of wear to the extremities. George Grote was a scholar and classicist, famous for
his history of ancient Greece, the first volume of which was published in 1845. In 1859
Grote became a trustee of the British museum and was a fellow of the Royal Society. He was
an honorary professor at the Royal Academy, and an avid lover of history, philosophy, and
the classics. Though a great deal of his life was spent working at his father's bank, Grote was
very active in politics and an advocate for parliamentary reform. He was friends with John
Stuart Mill and influenced by Jeremy Bentham. Grote maintained his love of reading and
scholarship throughout his life, with his work on Aristotle being one of the last he published
before his death in 1871. This is a finely-bound, exquisite copy of Grote's interpretation and
exploration of Aristotle's work. Kunitz 264-265. $175.00
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25. Kripke, Saul A. Wittgenstein on Rules and
Private Language: An Elementary Exposition. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 1982. First edition. 150 pp. Includes the
original bookstore price-stamp of $12.50 on the
free front endpaper. A Fine book in a very near
Fine dust jacket with moderate offsetting on the
front and rear panel. An attractive copy of
Kripke's second book, an exposition of Wittgenstein's rule-following paradox and solutions
to it. Kripke's book has been influential since its
publication and continues to be an important
work for philosophers of language and those
interested in the later Wittgenstein. $250.00

26. Keene, Carolyn. The Mystery of the
Brass Bound Trunk. New York: Grosset &
Dunlap [1940]. First edition. 220 pp. The
seventeenth book in the Nancy Drew mystery series. Farah 1940A-1. A Near Fine
book with very slight spine lean and a contemporary gift inscription (dated December
25, 1940) in pencil on the free front endpaper
in a Very Good lightly edge-worn dust jacket
with some darkening to the spine panel.

$400.00
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27. Villari, Pasquale. The History of Girolamo Savonarola and of His Times. London:
Longman, Green, Longman, Roberts & Green, 1863. First edition. Translated from the Italian by Leonard Horner, F.R.S. 8vo. 2vol., gathered in 8s except for gathering b and AA in
volume one is gathered in 4s, and volume two has gatherings A and DD in 4 and 1 respectively. Both volumes collate as complete. Three-quarter bound in smooth navy calf and marbled blue cloth, endpapers and pastedowns are a mottled blue, top edge gilt. Spines of each
volume have gilt decorations and two small leather labels with gilt lettering on each, and
five raised bands. Finely bound by Zaehnsdorf. A Near Fine set with minimal wear to the
edges of the boards and a former owner's name (appears to be written in late nineteenth or
early twentieth century ink) written on the second free front endpapers of each volume. A
biography of Savonarola, a famous priest who was tried, hung, and burned by the Catholic
Church at the end of his life. Savonarola called for the excise of secular activity and culture
from Florence, aiming to make Florence a capital of Christianity, akin to Jerusalem. Savonarola was successful in helping to drive the Medici's out of Florence, but was ultimately excommunicated from the Church. $200.00
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28. Westlake, Donald E. Levine. New York: The
Mysterious Press [1984]. First edition. 182 pp.
Price of $14.95 on the front flap of the dust
jacket. A very near Fine book in a Very Good+
dust jacket with no edge wear but a faint sticker
ghost on the front panel and a small spot of discoloration to the reverse of the rear panel.
Signed by the author on the title page, with
the initials 'RS' in parentheses. $50.00

29. Davis, Stephen. Hammer of the
Gods: The Led Zeppelin Saga. New
York: William Morrow and Company,
Inc. [1985] First edition. 352 pp. Price
of $15.95 on front flap of dust jacket. A
Near Fine book with minor fading to the
edges of the boards and faint offsetting
on the front board; dust jacket is Very
Good+ with a crease to the front flap and
mild fading to the spine panel. Inscribed
with personalization by Stephen Davis
on the free front endpaper, dated June
1985. A nice copy of the premiere biography on one of the greatest bands in
rock and roll history, uncommon signed.

$200.00
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30. Wittgenstein, Ludwig.
Philosophical Investigations. Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1953. First edition. 232
pp. Edited by Rush Rhees,
and G. E. M. Anscombe.
Translated by G. E. M.
Anscombe (original German
text on the versos, English
translation on the rectos).
Errata slip laid in. Price of
37s 6d. on the front flap of
the dust jacket. A Very near
Fine book in a Near Fine
dust jacket with mild age
darkening to the spine panel
and a few hints of wear to
the extremities. Philosophical Investigations is the first
of Wittgenstein's posthumous works to be published,
and is one of his two monumental philosophical works
(the other being Tractatus
Logico-Philosophicus). The
influence and impact that
this book has had on philosophy cannot be overstated. Thousands of books and
journal articles have been published on Philosophical Investigations and the ideas
and arguments therein in the decades since its publication, and it continues to be
viewed as one of the cornerstone philosophical works of the 20th century. A very
attractive copy of arguably the most important book by one of the most brilliant
and influential philosophers of the twentieth century. $1,800.00
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